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1.0 INTRODUCTION
A review of the Heritage Inventory is a requirement of the Heritage Act 2018. Inventories have been renamed “Local Heritage Surveys’. This review is
in accordance with the Part 8 of the Heritage Act 2018 that is essentially the same guidelines as the 1990 Act requirements, including the identification
of the “Heritage List”.
The review is undertaken in consideration of the Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage’s guidelines; Criteria for the assessment of local heritage
places and areas as recommended in State Planning Policy 3.5 Historic Heritage Conservation.
Assessments determine levels of significance for each place in consideration of the overall context of the Shire’s towns and district. The levels of
significance are consistent with the required categories (Heritage Act 2018).
2.0 CRITERIA for SIGNIFICANCE
Every place previously listed in the original 1996 Heritage inventory has been assessed within the Heritage Council’s guidelines; Criteria for the
assessment of local heritage places and areas. The four criteria for the assessment are summarised hereunder:
Assessment of significance
Aesthetic value*
Criterion 1 It is significant in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristic.
Historic value
Criterion 2 It is significant in the evolution or pattern of the history of the local district.
Research value
Criterion 3A: It has demonstrable potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of the natural or cultural history of the local district.
Criterion 3B: It is significant in demonstrating a high degree of technical innovation or achievement.
Social value
Criterion 4 It is significant through association with a community or cultural group in Western Australia for social, cultural, education or spiritual
reasons.

*

For consistency, all references to architectural style are taken from Apperly, R., Irving, R., Reynolds, P. A Pictorial Guide to Identifying Australian Architecture. Styles
and Terms from 1788 to the Present, Angus and Robertson, North Ryde, 2002.
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Degree of significance
Rarity
Criterion 5 It demonstrates rare, uncommon or endangered aspects of the cultural heritage of the local district.
Representativeness
Criterion 6 It is significant in demonstrating the characteristics of a class of cultural places or environments in the local district.
Condition refers to the current state of the place in relation to each of the values for which the place has been assessed. Condition reflects
the cumulative effects of management and environmental effects.
Integrity is a measure of the likely long-term viability or sustainability of the values identified, or the ability of the place to restore itself or be
restored, and the time frame for any restorative process.
Authenticity refers to the extent to which the fabric is in its original state.
Substantiation of the heritage value of heritage places is the foundation for understanding a place and inclusion in the Local Heritage Survey.
Almost every place in the review has been photographed, no historical research has been undertaken beyond the existing documentation, the
information has been interpreted and formatted to the relevant place records, physically described from the photograph, cross referenced with
other places, and documented in a place record, with references to the Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage’s inHerit database number,
and arranged in alphabetical order as the primary index.
There are 80 listings (place records) in the Local Heritage Survey 2021 (draft).
For each place deemed to be of heritage value, a level of significance and consequent category is applied. The places with the highest level of
significance are recommended for inclusion in the Shire of Carnamah’s Heritage List that provides policies and the provisions of the Local Planning
Scheme for future conservation.
3.0 LEVELS OF SIGNIFICANCE
For each place deemed to be of heritage value, a level of significance and consequent category is applied.
The following table from the Heritage Council’s Criteria for the assessment of local heritage places and areas illustrates the details, and the amendments to
facilitate the draft proposed categories are listed against them.
In line with Heritage Council’s guidelines, Category B places are recommended to be included in the Local Government’s Heritage List to provide a level of
management through Local Planning Schemes.
Each place was categorised on the basis of the following levels of significance:
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LEVELS OF SIGNIFICANCE
Category A

DESCRIPTION
Essential to the heritage of the locality

Exceptional significance

Category B
Considerable significance

Category C
Some/Moderate
significance

Rare or outstanding example.

DESIRED OUTCOME
HERITAGE LIST
Register of Heritage Places
The place should be retained and conserved.
Any alterations or extensions should reinforce the significance of the place
and be in accordance with a Conservation Plan (if one exists for the place).
Refer to Heritage Council.
Planning Scheme provisions

Very important to the
heritage of the locality.
High degree of integrity/
authenticity.

HERITAGE LIST
Conservation of the place is highly desirable.

Contributes to the heritage of the locality. Has
some altered or modified elements, not
necessarily detracting from the overall
significance of the item.

NO CONSTRAINTS
Conservation of the place is desirable.
Contributes to the heritage of the locality. Has some altered or modified
elements, not necessarily detracting from the overall significance of the item.

Any alterations or extensions should reinforce the significance of the place.
Planning Scheme provisions

Any alterations or extensions should reinforce the significance of the place.
Original fabric should be retained where possible.
Category D
Little significance

Some community interest to the
history/heritage of the locality.
.

NO CONSTRAINTS
Contributes to the history of the locality.
Photographically record prior to any major development or demolition.
Recognise and interpret the site.

4.0 CATEGORIES
Further to Heritage Council’s Criteria for the assessment of local heritage places and areas (Appendix 1), an important part of the recognition and
understanding of cultural heritage significance of a place, is that some guidance is provided to the owners, managers, and statutory authority, to respond to
that assessed significance.
Categories have been determined relevant to the assessed level of significance for each place. Implications for each recommendation are also summarised.
Category A

A place of exceptional cultural heritage significance to Shire of Carnamah and the state of Western Australia, that is either in the
Heritage Council of Western Australia’s Register of Heritage Places, or worthy of consideration for entry into the Register.
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A place worthy of recognition and protection through provisions of the Shire of Carnamah’s Planning Scheme.
Planning application needs to be submitted to Shire of Carnamah for any proposed development. A Heritage Impact Statement may be
required.
Planning application referred for heritage comment and background information for Heritage Council of Western Australia (HCWA).
The development application needs to be submitted to HCWA for support for any proposed development, and Shire of Carnamah cannot
approve contrary to HCWA recommendation.
Recommend: Maximum encouragement to owners to retain and conserve the place. Full consultation with property owner prior to
making the recommendation.
IMPLICATIONS of REGISTRATION:
A Memorial is lodged on the Certificate of Title of the Registered place under the provisions of the Heritage Act (2018).
By virtue of the Heritage Act (2018), the owner is bound to conserve the place.
ALL development (including demolition) MUST be referred to Heritage Council for consideration PRIOR to undertaking any works.
The Shire of Carnamah cannot approve anything contrary to Heritage Council recommendations.
Private owners of Registered places qualify for the Heritage Council’s Conservation Grants Funding. A Conservation Management Plan
or Conservation Management Strategy is a pre-requisite for conservation works funding assistance from the Heritage Council.
Local Government, churches and community (not-for-profit) owners qualify for Lotterywest conservation funding. It is funded loosely on
a $ for $ basis, although ‘inkind’ contributions are encouraged. Benefit to the community is a significant factor in assessment for
funding. A Conservation Management Plan or Conservation Management Strategy is a pre-requisite for conservation works funding,
and can also be funded.
Local Government owned Registered places qualify to claim for $10,000 per annum ‘Disability allowance’ through the Grants
Commission. Up to a maximum of $50,000 is allowed for 5 buildings or more.
Category B

A place of considerable cultural heritage significance to Shire of Carnamah that is worthy of recognition and protection through
provisions of the Shire of Carnamah’s Planning Scheme.
Planning application needs to be submitted to Shire of Carnamah for any proposed development for particular consideration of the
heritage impact.
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Recommend:
Inclusion in the Heritage List
Retain and conserve the place.
Document the place prior to any development; and photographic archive report if retention is not possible.
IMPLICATIONS:
Planning applications must be submitted to Shire of Carnamah for approval prior to undertaking any works.
Private owners do not qualify for any funding.
Local Government, churches and community (not-for-profit) owners qualify for Lotterywest conservation funding. It is funded loosely on
a $ for $ basis, although ‘inkind’ contributions are encouraged. Benefit to the community is a significant factor in assessment for
funding. A Conservation Management Plan or Conservation Management Strategy is usually a pre-requisite for conservation works
funding, and may also be funded on same basis as works funding assistance.
Category C

A place (including a site with no built remains) of some /moderate cultural heritage significance to Shire of Carnamah.
No constraints.
Some/moderate contribution to the heritage of the Shire of Carnamah.
No constraints.
Recommend: Encourage retention of the place, or where there are ruins, archaeological findings or no built remains: Interpret the
place.
IMPLICATIONS:
If a planning application is submitted to the Shire of Carnamah for approval, if approved a condition of development will require
documentation and a photographic record of the place prior to any development or if retention is not possible.
There are no statutory requirements pertaining to heritage issues.
Private owners do not qualify for any funding.
Local Government, churches and community (not-for-profit) owners qualify for Lotterywest conservation funding, although at a lower
priority. It is funded loosely on a $ for $ basis, although ‘inkind’ contributions are encouraged. Benefit to the community is a significant
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factor in assessment for funding. A Conservation Management Plan or Conservation Management Strategy is usually a pre-requisite for
conservation works funding and may also be funded on same basis as works funding assistance.
Category D A place (including a site with no built remains) of little cultural heritage significance to Shire of Carnamah.
No constraints.
Recommend: Encourage retention of the place, or where there are ruins, archaeological findings or no built remains: Interpret the
place.
IMPLICATIONS:
If a planning application is submitted to the Shire of Carnamah for approval, if approved a condition of development will require
documentation and a photographic record of the place prior to any development or if retention is not possible.
There are no statutory requirements pertaining to heritage issues.
Private owners do not qualify for any funding.
Local Government, churches and community (not-for-profit) owners qualify for Lotterywest conservation funding, although at a lower
priority. It is funded loosely on a $ for $ basis, although ‘inkind’ contributions are encouraged. Benefit to the community is a significant
factor in assessment for funding. A Conservation Management Plan or Conservation Management Strategy is usually a pre-requisite for
conservation works funding and may also be funded on same basis as works funding assistance.
Of the 80 identified places, only one place is State Registered: Category A. That place (Macpherson Homestead) forms part of the Heritage List
with another 19 Category B places.
This review recommends that category A and B places, of the highest level of cultural heritage significance to the Shire of Carnamah, form the
“Heritage List” that is relevant to the provisions of the Local Planning Policy.
The places recommended for the 2021 Heritage List are comprised of categories A and B in the Local Heritage Survey. Categories C and D are not
included in the Heritage List and consequently have no implications.
Community consultation is invaluable in providing local input to places and their histories to further build on the Local Heritage Survey and to engage
and empower the community in recognition of their heritage.
Hereunder is the Local Heritage Survey list of places and relevant Categories.
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5.0 LOCAL HERITAGE SURVEY
Photograph

#

inHerit #

Place name

Address

Category

Statement of Significance

1

0448

St Andrews Catholic
Church

Caron Street (north
cnr Bowman Street
intersection)CARNAM
AH

B: Heritage List

St. Andrew's Roman Catholic Church has considerable aesthetic
and historic significance as one of numerous churches designed
by Priest-Architect Monsignor John Hawes in the Midwest region.
The 1930 Church exhibits a number of elements that are
representative of Hawes' design, although it is a more austere
example of his work.
St. Andrew's Roman Catholic Church has considerable social
significance for its role in the religious activities of the local
community and the sense of place evoked by those activities.
Given its corner location, scale and imposing design, the church
is a landmark that makes significant contribution to the historic
townscape of Carnamah.

2

15034

Manse

26 Caron Street

C: no constraints

The manse is associated with St. Andrew's Roman Catholic
Church.

B: Heritage List

Carnamah War Memorial commemorates those who sacrificed
during times of war. It is historically significant for its association
with the two world wars and other conflicts.

CARNAMAH
3

6144

Carnamah War
Memorial

Macpherson Street
(SW of Yarra Street)
CARNAMAH

The social significance as a sense of place and remembrance for
the Carnamah community. The 1931 memorial is a landmark in
the town and contributes to the historic townscape of Carnamah.

4

6143

Cowderoy's (fmr)
(Wallaces machinery
dealership, Wallaces
News and Drapery)

Macpherson Street
(SE cnr Yarra Street)
CARNAMAH

B: Heritage List

The former Cowderoy’s building is of historical significance as a
commercial premise which has operated in the town since 1924.
It is a good and relatively uncommon remaining example of its
scale and type representative of country towns, and the
prosperity of the early 1920s period in the region.
It is significant for associations with the Cowderoys who were
there for over 20 years, Ashdown for almost 20 years, and for
Waltons Stores who have been there for over 50 years, and
developed the largest machinery dealership in Western Australia.
The expansive building comprising three shops is a significant
element in the Carnamah streetscape, located on a prominent
corner, and makes a significant contribution to the historic
townscape of Carnamah.
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Photograph

#

inHerit #

Place name

Address

Category

Statement of Significance

5

6147

Parkers House (fmr)

7 Macpherson Street
CARNAMAH

B: Heritage List

Parker's House is significant for the use of local stone and the
scale of the residence in the main street of Carnamah.
Historically, the site was associated with Parker’s store and the
Post Office between 1929 and 1932.
Parker's House is a good example of a substantial Interwar
bungalow utilising local stone materials. It contributes to the
streetscape and the historic townscape of Carnamah.

6

453

Bank of Australasia
and residence (fmr)

Macpherson Street
(SW cnr Caron Street)

B: Heritage List

The Bank of Australasia and residence (fmr) is historically
significant for its association with the Bank of Australasia (1930c.1943) and many iterations of the Rural and Industries Bank
from 1947 through to the Bankwest in the early 2000s.

CARNAMAH

It is socially significant as a commercial premise that operated in
the town for many years and was a critical service to the
community. The community associations with bank managers
and their families in the town and district in their high-profile
respected positions in society is of social and historical
significance.
The bank building is arguably the finest architecture in
Carnamah. It presents as a landmark at an intersection central in
the main street of Carnamah and makes substantial contribution
to the historic townscape of Carnamah.
7

6131

Shire of Carnamah
Hall and Office (fmr)

Macpherson Street
(north cnr of Caron
Street intersection)
CARNAMAH

C: No contraints

Shire of Carnamah Hall and Office (fmr) is historically significant
as the site of the first Carnamah hall, the roads board office
(1923, 1927), and in 1963, the first Shire office until 1980.
It is socially and historically significant for the cultural and social
and civic events that have taken place and the sense of place
evoked by those events, for many Carnamah residents.
The 2004 and 2008 additions demonstrate the development of
the community and the services to that community.
The original and subsequent additions to the Shire of Carnamah
Hall and Office (fmr) make a pleasing contribution to the historic
townscape of Carnamah.
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Photograph

#

inHerit #

Place name

Address

Category

Statement of Significance

8

452,
6142

Don Tearooms (fmr)
Museum

Macpherson Street
(east cnr Caron
Street)

B: Heritage List

The former Don Tearooms is of social and historical significance
for the hospitality and socialising as a tearooms and boarding
house for over three decades. Historically the establishment and
ongoing development of Carnamah Museum is of considerable
significance in recording, presenting, and sharing Carnamah’s
history. The Museum is held in high esteem by the community
and fulfils an important role as custodians of the history.

CARNAMAH

Although only the shop form and local stone fabric is all that
remains, it is recognisable as the original tearooms building.
Located on a primary intersection in the middle of the main
street, it is a modest landmark of streetscape value that
contributes to the historic townscape of Carnamah.
9

0449

Carnamah Post Office

0450

Macpherson Street
CARNAMAH

B: Heritage List

The Carnamah Post Office has considerable historic and social
significance for its important role in communications in the district
since 1932, and as a place where people meet.
The post office building is a good representative of a typical
country post office building of the period, in its Government
scale, design and construction materials and disregard for the
community concern regarding the building’s misalignment on the
site.
Located central in the main street of Coorow, at its quirky
misalignment, it makes a significant contribution to the historic
townscape of Carnamah.

10

0451

Presbyterian Church
(fmr)

Macpherson Street
CARNAMAH

B: Heritage List

The Presbyterian Church Hall (fmr) has aesthetic significance for
the ambient of the local stone from Macpherson’s property, the
pleasing symmetrical façade and its setback in the main street
mark it as a modest elegant landmark.
The historic significance is demonstrated in the original
establishment by the Presbyterian Church and their
amalgamation into the Uniting Church.
Presbyterian Church Hall (fmr) has considerable social
significance for its role in religious activities of the local
community and the sense of place evoked by those activities.
The place was also the venue for many community groups over
many decades, and in more recent times as a successful café
attracting locals and tourists alike.
The Presbyterian Church Hall (fmr) is a landmark that makes
significant contribution to the main street streetscape and the
historic townscape of Carnamah.
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Photograph

#

inHerit #

11

Place name

Address

Category

Statement of Significance

SITE: Western
Australian bank (fmr)

15 Macpherson Street
(NE cnr Robertson
Street)

D: SITE

The site is significant in representing the Western Australian
Bank was later the Bank of New South Wales and then Westpac
before demolition.

CARNAMAH
12

6135

SITE: Mackies

Macpherson Street
CARNAMAH

D: SITE

The site of Mackies is significant as the original site of Andrew’s
and then Clune’s butcher shop prior to the imposing triple front
brick building that was subsequently demolished. It is significant
in recording the commercial services and enterprising business
persons, and architectural value of the main street of Carnamah
in the prosperous years.

13

6141

Carnamah Hotel

22 Macpherson Street
(SE cnr Robertson
Street)CARNAMAH

B: Heritage List

The Carnamah Hotel has considerable social and historical
significance for the continuous hospitality function, events and
socialising that provides a sense of place for generations of
Carnamah community members, and associations with various
owners, licencees, travellers and tenants since c.1920.
The two-storey hotel is a dominant landmark element set back in
the main street of Carnamah with much of the original single
storey still evident at the rear.
It is a good example of Interwar architecture that has developed
over time, with some moderne influences.
The Carnamah Hotel is an important part of the streetscape that
makes a significant contribution to the historic townscape of
Carnamah.

14

6139

SP Bookie (fmr)

19 Macpherson Street
CARNAMAH

B: Heritage List

The former SP Bookie building is of historical and social
significance for the bookie connection, commercial premise and
as the Red Cross Thrift Shop.
The small scale and corrugated iron cladding provides a point of
difference in the streetscape. It makes contribution to the historic
townscape of Carnamah.
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#

inHerit #

Place name

Address

Category

Statement of Significance

15

6138

Bakery (fmr) and
residence

19 Macpherson Street
CARNAMAH

B: Heritage List

The Bakery (fmr) and residence has some historic significance
as the second bakery in Carnamah (and possibly the PO at one
time? ) and as a commercial premise which has operated in the
town for many years.
Stand-alone, and together with the semi-detached residence, the
former bakery and residence has considerable streetscape value
in the main street as one of only two shops, in relatively close
proximity, that extend the veranda over the footpath.

16

6137

Clunes Butcher and
residence (fmr)

21 Macpherson Street
CARNAMAH

B: Heritage List

Clune’s Butcher Shop (fmr) has historic significance as a
commercial premise (and possibly the PO until 1932) that has
operated in the town for many years.
It is representative of small country shops in size, scale and
materials and is also evidence of the use of local materials.
The place has streetscape value in the main street as one of only
two shops, in relatively close proximity, that extend the veranda
over the footpath.
Clune’s Butcher Shop (fmr) makes a considerable contribution to
the historic townscape of Carnamah.

17

6136

Berrigan’s Agency

25 Macpherson Street
(west cnr Niven
Crescent)

B: Heritage List

CARNAMAH

18

6140

CWA Rest rooms
(fmr)

Macpherson Street
CARNAMAH

Berrigan’s Agency (fmr) and residence has some historic
significance as a purpose-built agency and showroom, and
commercial premise that has operated for many years.
The unusual design and corner location of the facetted brick and
stucco frontage makes a unique contribution to the streetscape
and the historic townscape of Carnamah.

B: Heritage List

The former Country Women’s Association Rest Rooms represent
an association with the significant institution that is the CWA.
It evokes a sense of place for generations of women who have
been involved in the CWA and experienced their ever-present
support to the community, particularly country women and their
families.
The domestic scale and form of the 1957 building typifies the
CWA’s modest presence in the community that is important in
the streetscape and its contribution to the historic townscape of
Carnamah.
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#

inHerit #

Place name

Address

Category

Statement of Significance

19

6130

Carnamah Shire
Administration,
Council, Library

Macpherson Street
NE cnr Nairn Street

C: No constraints

The Shire of Carnamah Administration, Council and opened in
1980 on the site of the Millar's Timber Yard and the manager's
house.

CARNAMAH

The Shire of Carnamah’s Administration, Council, Library
represents prosperity and confidence in Carnamah and makes a
positive contribution of 1980s architecture to the historic
townscape of Carnamah.

20

6133

RSL Memorial Hall
(fmr)

39 Macpherson Street
SE cnr Nairn Street
CARNAMAH

C: No constraints

The former RSL Memorial Hall has historic significance for its
association with the Returned Services League and the district's
role in the World Wars.
The 1955 architecture represents a post war period of
development in Carnamah and contributes
to the historic townscape of Carnamah.

21

6134,

Police Station & Lockup (fmr)

Macpherson Street
(NW cnr King Street)
CARNAMAH

B: Heritage List

The former Police Station and lockup is a good example of the
period and type of police station in regional areas.

17434

It is historically significant for its important function of law and
order in the town and district and associations with the serving
officers and their families.
It represents the post war period of development in the town and
contributes to the historic townscape of Carnamah.

22

6132

Carnamah District
High School

Macpherson Street
(SW cnr King Street)
CARNAMAH

C: No constraints

The first school in Carnamah (1912) provided education until this
school building opened on 13 December 1950 and now operates
as the Carnamah District High School.
The school is significant for the provision of education to
generations of Carnamah students, and evokes a sense of
place.
The architecture typifies the post war development and makes a
substantial contribution to the historic townscape of Carnamah.

23
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Photograph

#

inHerit #

Place name

Address

Category

Statement of Significance

24

6154

Carnamah
Recreation Centre &
Showgrounds

Niven Crescent
CARNAMAH

C: No constraints

The Carnamah Recreation Centre and Showgrounds has local social
significance only for their role in the recreational activities of the local
community.

25

6153

Carnamah Bowling
Club

Niven Crescent
CARNAMAH

C: No constraints

The Carnamah Bowling Club has local social significance for its role
in the recreational activities of local residents.

26

6146

Anglican Church of
the Holy Apostles

Niven Crescent
(South cnr Lang
Street)

B: HERITAGE
LIST

1964 The Anglican Church of Holy Apostles has aesthetic
significance for the Post War architecture and the bell tower
landmark that represents a period of development in Carnamah.

CARNAMAH

The church has social significance for its role in religious
activities of the local community and the sense of place evoked
by those activities.
The Anglican Church of Holy Apostles is a landmark that makes
post war contribution to the historic townscape of Carnamah.

27

28

6157

0454

SITE: Carnamah
School (1st)

Railway Avenue

Police House (fmr)

Railway Avenue
CARNAMAH
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D: SITE

The site represents the first school (one room) in Carnamah
providing education from July 1912 with a new school on the site
in 1916, until the existing school building opened on 13
December 1950.

C: No constraints

The former police house represents a way of life for a policeman
and his family in a rural town.

Inja, Hill & Slater
streets
CARNAMAH
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#

inHerit #

Place name

Address

Category

Statement of Significance

29

6148

Headmaster’s House
(fmr)

16 Railway Avenue

C: No constraints

The Headmaster’s house represents a way of life for a school
headmaster and his family in a rural town, and associations with
the school and education.

Dallimore’s House
(fmr)

Robertson Street
CARNAMAH

B: HERITAGE
LIST

Dallimore's House (fmr) has historical significance for its
association with the local builder, Dallimore who built this as his
own home as well as many more buildings both residential and
commercial in Carnamah and surrounds

30

6151

CARNAMAH

The house is aesthetically significant for the use of local stone,
decorative detailing and the scale of the residence in the town
centre of Carnamah.
Dallimore's House (fmr) is a good example of a substantial
Interwar bungalow utilising local stone materials. It contributes to
the historic townscape of Carnamah.
31

6152

Doctor’s House (fmr)

14 (?) Robertson
Street CARNAMAH

C: No constraints

The former Doctor's House is historically and socially significant
for the associations with the doctor who is a respected identity
providing critical health service in the community.
The well-kept residence is one of the few timber-clad residences
in the town.
The former Doctor's House makes contribution to the historic
townscape of Carnamah.

32

33

6145

Shop (adjoining
Cowderoy's (fmr)

Yarra Street
CARNAMAH

C: no constraints

The shop evidences the post-war retail development in
Carnamah.

SITES: Railway
Station, SM house

Yarra Street
CARNAMAH

C: No constraints

The site of the Railway Station, Station Master's House and Siding,
with a remaining remnant goods shed has considerable local historic
significance for its association with the development of the region
since 1894.

Good shed
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Photograph

#

inHerit #

Place name

Address

Category

Statement of Significance

34

6150

Shell Manager’s
House (fmr)

Yarra Street
CARNAMAH

C: No constraints

The house of the former Shell Company Manager represents a
way of life for him and his family in a rural town.

35

6149

Orlicz’s House (fmr)

Yarra Street
CARNAMAH

C: No constraints

36

6156

SITE: original wheat
silos

Yarra Street
CARNAMAH

D: SITE no
constraints

The site of the original wheat silos has some historic significance for
its important role in the wheat production industry and especially in
the transportation of grain.

Billeroo Spring & Well

Roads 6 & 13

C: No constraints

The stone lined Billeroo Spring and Well have considerable historic
significance for their association with early pastoral development in
the area and as a source of much needed water.
The site of the Billeroo School has local historic significance only for
its association with the educational needs of the local community
between 1930 and 1946 before being moved to Winchester townsite
to provide a hall for recreational and social activities.

DISTRICT
D1

6159

BILLEROO
D2

6167

D3
D4

0447

SITE Billeroo School

Roads 6 & 13
BILLEROO

D: SITE no
constraints

Billeroo Tennis Club

BILLEROO

C: No constraints

Macpherson
Homestead

Carnamah – Bunji
Road

A: Heritage List

CARNAMAH
DISTRICT

Register of
Heritage Places

Macpherson Homestead has cultural heritage significance for the
following reasons:
the place has a close association with the MacPherson family,
early settlers who played an important and successful role in the
development and growth of the Carnamah district;
the place is highly valued by the community as a reminder of the
early European settlement of the district; and,
the place has particular structural interest, with its high walls and
steeply pitched roof, and is a good example of a rural, vernacular
Western Australian Homestead of the 1870s.

D5

6155

Wheat silos

Midlands Road

C: no constraints

The wheat silos are of historical significance for the important
role they play in the grain production and transportation. The
landmark in Carnamah informs of the nature of the district.

C: no constraints

Grenaige Farm is historically significant in representing one of
the few remaining places associated with the Midland Railways,
and associations with subsequent owners since John Lang who
named the property in 1914, and respected community member
Alistair Niven in the 1940s.

D: SITE no
constraints

The Old Geraldton Road established in c.1867 has historic
significance for the important role it played in transport and
communications in the district and the region being the primary route
between the Swan River Colony and Champion Bay.

CARNAMAH
DISTRICT
D6

6169

Grenaige Farm

Midlands Road
CARNAMAH
DISTRICT

D7
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6170

Old Geraldton Road

CARNAMAH
DISTRICT
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#

inHerit
#

D8

Place name

Address

Category

SITE: Carnamah
brickworks

CARNAMAH
DISTRICT

D: SITE no
constraints

D9

6173

SITE: blue metal
quarry

Bunjil Carnamah Rd
CARNAMAH
DISTRICT

D: SITE no
constraints

The former Blue Metal Quarry has some local historic significance for
its role in local road construction and maintenance.

D10

6161

Pinch Gut Well

Carnamah Perenjori
Road

C: no constraints

Pinch Gut Well, a stone lined well, located on the sandalwood
cutters track, is significant for the association with the
sandalwood cutters, and Tom Berrigan.
The Log Causeway has considerable historic significance for its role
in facilitating ease of transport across the Yarra Yarra lakes. The
place has further significance given its rarity, its preserved condition
and the resourceful use of local bush timber materials.

CARNAMAH
DISTRICT
D11

6168

D12
D13

6172

Log causeway
YARRA YARRA
Lakes

CARNAMAH
DISTRICT

C: no constraints

Yarra Yarra well

CARNAMAH
DISTRICT

C: no constraints

SITE: Yarra Well
cottage

Carnamah Eneabba
Road

D: SITE no
constraints

The site of the Yarra Cottage (and three windmills in Petan Creek)
has considerable historic significance as the first home of the
Carnamah pioneers the Macpherson family. original settlement.

D: SITE no
constraints

The stone lined Cooragabbie Well has considerable historic
significance for its association with the old coaching and telegraph
route and as a critical water supply.

CARNAMAH
DISTRICT
D14

6160

Cooragabbie Well

Telegraph Road
CARNAMAH
DISTRICT

D15
D16

6165

Innering Homestead

CARNAMAH
DISTRICT

C: no constraints

SITE Inering Estate
State School

Carnamah Perenjori
Road

D: SITE no
constraints

The site represents social and education significance
demonstrated by the community’s untiring efforts to establish the
school in 1928, although closed in 1935 and reopened in1936 to
finally close in 1943.

D: SITE no
constraints

The site of Wongyarra (East Carnamah ) School represents
social and education significance, being established in a two
room cottage, proving an education for surrounding families.
Named after the property, it opened in 1939, before closing
in1943 after several closures during those World War Two years.
The Fishermen’s shacks are significant as a way of life that is
under threat, but valued by generations of recreational fishermen
and holidaying families, evoking significant a sense of place and
significant social value.

CARNAMAH
DISTRICT
D17

D18

D19

DRAFT for COMMENT

Statement of Significance

6166

6955

SITE: Wongyarra

Caron Bodycoat Road

School

CARNAMAH
DISTRICT

Fishermen’s shacks

COOLIMBA
SETTLEMENT

C: no constraints

SITE Coolimba
School

COOLIMBA
SETTLEMENT

D: SITE no
constraints
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D20

6182

King Homestead

Eneabba-Coolimba &
Gould Simpson Rds
COOLIMBA
SETTLEMENT

C: no constraints

The King Homestead, a two room mud brick dwelling built by Doug
King, a drover who worked the old coastal stock route, has high
historic significance for its association with the early settlement of the
area. Further the use of natural local materials adds to the
significance of the place.

D21

6179

SITE: Eneabba
Springs

ENEABBA

D: SITE no
constraints

The sites around Eneabba Springs have local significance for
their representation of the horse trapping industry since c.1870
for grazing and the trapping of horses that were and broken-in at
these yards before being sent to India for use by the Indian
Army.
The area has high historic significance for its association with the
early settlement of the area.

SITE: War Service
Land Settlement

ENEABBA

D: SITE no
constraints

D22
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D23

6183

SITE: War Service
Depot (WSLC)

Eneabba-Three
Springs & Second
North Rds
ENEABBA

D: SITE no
constraints

The site of the WSLC Depot has historical significance for its
association with the development of the district.

D24

6175

Eneabba School

ENEABBA

C: no constraints

The Eneabba School has local significance for its role in the
development and social needs of the town and has been the only site
of education facilities in the town since 1960.

D25

6178

Eneabba Club (Golf)

Eneabba Drive
ENEABBA

C: no constraints

The Eneabba Club building has local significance for its role in the
development of the sporting interests of the town, further it was
constructed as a community project utilising recycled materials in the
early 1970s after the original building was demolished due to fire
damage.

D26

6177

Eneabba’s Horseman
Hall

ENEABBA

D: SITE no
constraints

The site of the Eneabba Recreation Hall is locally significant for its
early role in the social and sporting development of the town having
been built by community members in 1962/3.
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D27

6174

SITE: Eneabba Store
original

ENEABBA

D: SITE no
constraints

D28

6180

SITE: 1st Eneabba
School

ENEABBA

D: SITE no
constraints

The site of the store and post office has local significance for its role
in the development of the town, being the first store and as an
important place for social interaction.
The shearing shed has local significance for being the first school
room in the district from March to November 1960 when the purpose
built school opened. The place is evidence of the versatile use of
buildings to provide a community facility.

D29

18109

Lake Logue

ENEABBA

D: SITE no
constraints

D30

6181

Lake Indoon

18108

(Erindoon?)

Eneabba-Coolimba
Rd
ENEABBA

D: SITE no
constraints

18110

Arro Well

Reserve 971
Beekeepers Road
ENEABBA

C: no constraints

(Woodack Well)
D32

Settlement

FIVE GUMS

D: SITE no
constraints

D33

Five Gums Tennis
Club

FIVE GUMS

C: no constraints

SITE: Lake Erindoon

Coolimba Eneabba
Road

D: SITE no
constraints

D31

D34

18108

Lake Indoon, an A class reserve (1966) has social significance for
both local and regional communities for the social and recreational
(water skiing, boating) and Statewide skiing championships, and
appreciation of the natural heritage.

WARRADARGE
D35
D36

0454
6162

D37

D38

DRAFT for COMMENT

SITE: New Land
Scheme

WINCHESTER

D: SITE no
constraints

SITE: WINCHESTER
townsite

Winchester East Road

WINCHESTER

B: HERITAGE
LIST

SITE Winchester
Store, PO & Co-op

Winchester East Road
5

D: SITE no
constraints

SITE Winchester Hall

Winchester East Road

WINCHESTER

WINCHESTER

D: SITE no
constraints

Winchester townsite is of considerable historic significance as
the original centre of the district that comprised the municipalities
of Coorow and Carnamah.
During its heyday the townsite provided important services for
the local community in the way of sporting facilities, a store and
the railway siding.
The site of the store, post office and co-op are integral to the
historical significance of the Winchester townsite as the original
centre of the district, providing important services for the local
community.
The site of Winchester Hall is integral to the historical
significance of the Winchester townsite as the original centre of
the district, providing important social and educational
opportunities for the local community.
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D39

6163

SITE Winchester
School

Winchester East Road

D: SITE no
constraints

The site of Winchester School (1927-1951) is integral to the
historical significance of the Winchester townsite for providing
important social and recreational activities for the local
community.

D40

SITE Winchester
Railway Siding

WINCHESTER

D: SITE no
constraints

The site of Winchester Railway Siding is of considerable
historical significance in the early development of the Winchester
townsite.

D40

SITE Winchester
tennis club

Winchester East Road

D: SITE no
constraints

Winchester Cemetery

Winchester East Road

The site of the tennis club reveals remnants of the court that
originally had a bough shed. The Winchester Tennis Club was
formed in the early 1920s and disbanded in 1975 due to a lack of
members. The site represents the social and recreational
significance of the tennis club.
Winchester Cemetery is a considerably significant record of the
early settlers of the broader Carnamah Road Board region that
included Coorow and Three Springs. The Cemetery embues a
sense of place, of reverence and commemoration.

D41

6164

WINCHESTER

WINCHESTER

WINCHESTER

B: HERITAGE
LIST

D42

SITE: Dudawa
School

D: SITE no
constraints

D43

SITE: Illawong
School

D: SITE no
constraints

D44

WARRADARGE wind
farm

C: no constraints

6.0 HERITAGE LIST
Categories A & B places
An important part of the recognition and understanding of cultural heritage significance of a place, is that some guidance is provided to the owners, managers
and statutory authority, to respond to that assessed significance.
Categories have been determined relevant to the assessed level of significance for each place. Implications for each recommendation are also summarised.
The Heritage List is subject to the provisions of the Local Planning Policy.
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The Heritage List is comprised of:
Category A

A place of exceptional cultural heritage significance to Shire of Carnamah and the state of Western Australia, that is either in the Heritage
Council of Western Australia’s (HCWA) Register of Heritage Places (R) or worthy of consideration for entry into the Register.

Category B

A place of considerable cultural heritage significance to Shire of Carnamah that is worthy of recognition and protection through provisions
of the Shire of Carnamah’s Local Planning Scheme.

Photograph

#

inHerit #

Place name

Address

Cat

D4

0447

Macpherson Homestead

Carnamah – Bunjil
Road

A

CARNAMAH
DISTRICT

Statement of Significance

Register of
Heritage
Places
Statement of
Significance
extracted from
Register entry.

1

0448

St Andrews Catholic
Church

Caron Street (north
cnr Bowman Street
intersection)CARN
AMAH

B

Macpherson Homestead has cultural heritage significance for the
following reasons:
the place has a close association with the MacPherson family,
early settlers who played an important and successful role in the
development and growth of the Carnamah district;
the place is highly valued by the community as a reminder of the
early European settlement of the district; and,
the place has particular structural interest, with its high walls and
steeply pitched roof, and is a good example of a rural, vernacular
Western Australian Homestead of the 1870s.

St. Andrew's Roman Catholic Church has considerable aesthetic and historic
significance as one of numerous churches designed by Priest-Architect
Monsignor John Hawes in the Midwest region. The 1930 Church exhibits a
number of elements that are representative of Hawes' design, although it is a
more austere example of his work.
St. Andrew's Roman Catholic Church has considerable social significance for
its role in the religious activities of the local community and the sense of place
evoked by those activities.
Given its corner location, scale and imposing design, the church is a landmark
that makes significant contribution to the historic townscape of Carnamah.

3

6144

Carnamah War Memorial

Macpherson Street
(SW of Yarra
Street)
CARNAMAH

DRAFT for COMMENT

B

Carnamah War Memorial commemorates those who sacrificed during times of
war. It is historically significant for its association with the two world wars and
other conflicts.
The social significance as a sense of place and remembrance for the
Carnamah community. The 1931 memorial is a landmark in the town and
contributes to the historic townscape of Carnamah.
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4

6143

Cowderoy's (fmr)
(Wallaces machinery
dealership, Wallaces
News and Drapery)

Macpherson
Street (SE cnr
Yarra Street)

B

The former Cowderoy’s building is of historical significance as a commercial
premise which has operated in the town since 1924. It is a good and relatively
uncommon remaining example of its scale and type representative of country
towns, and the prosperity of the early 1920s period in the region.

CARNAMAH

It is significant for associations with the Cowderoys who were there for over 20
years, Ashdown for almost 20 years, and for Waltons Stores who have been
there for over 50 years, and developed the largest machinery dealership in
Western Australia.
The expansive building comprising three shops is a significant element in the
Carnamah streetscape, located on a prominent corner, and makes a
significant contribution to the historic townscape of Carnamah.
5

6

6147

453

Parkers House (fmr)

7 Macpherson
Street
CARNAMAH

Bank of Australasia and
residence (fmr)

Macpherson Street
(SW cnr Caron Street)
CARNAMAH

DRAFT for COMMENT

B

Parker's House is significant for the use of local stone and the scale of the
residence in the main street of Carnamah. Historically, the site was associated
with Parker’s store and the Post Office between 1929 and 1932.
Parker's House is a good example of a substantial Interwar bungalow utilising
local stone materials. It contributes to the streetscape and the historic
townscape of Carnamah.

B

The Bank of Australasia and residence (fmr) is historically significant for its
association with the Bank of Australasia (1930-c.1943) and many
iterations of the Rural and Industries Bank from 1947 through to the
Bankwest in the early 2000s.
It is socially significant as a commercial premise that operated in the town
for many years and was a critical service to the community. The
community associations with bank managers and their families in the town
and district in their high-profile respected positions in society is of social
and historical significance.
The bank building is arguably the finest architecture in Carnamah. It
presents as a landmark at an intersection central in the main street of
Carnamah and makes substantial contribution to the historic townscape of
Carnamah.
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8

452,
6142

Don Tearooms (fmr)
Museum

Macpherson Street
(east cnr Caron
Street)

B

The former Don Tearooms is of social and historical significance for the
hospitality and socialising as a tearooms and boarding house for over
three decades. Historically the establishment and ongoing development of
Carnamah Museum is of considerable significance in recording,
presenting, and sharing Carnamah’s history. The Museum is held in high
esteem by the community and fulfils an important role as custodians of the
history.
Although only the shop form and local stone fabric is all that remains, it is
recognisable as the original tearooms building. Located on a primary
intersection in the middle of the main street, it is a modest landmark of
streetscape value that contributes to the historic townscape of Carnamah.
The Carnamah Post Office has considerable historic and social
significance for its important role in communications in the district since
1932, and as a place where people meet.
The post office building is a good representative of a typical country post
office building of the period, in its Government scale, design and
construction materials and disregard for the community concern regarding
the building’s misalignment on the site.
Located central in the main street of Coorow, at its quirky misalignment, it
makes a significant contribution to the historic townscape of Carnamah.

CARNAMAH

9

0449

Carnamah Post Office

Macpherson Street
CARNAMAH

B

0450

10

0451

Presbyterian Church
(fmr)

Macpherson Street
CARNAMAH

B

The Presbyterian Church Hall (fmr) has aesthetic significance for the ambient of
the local stone from Macpherson’s property, the pleasing symmetrical façade
and its setback in the main street mark it as a modest elegant landmark.
The historic significance is demonstrated in the original establishment by the
Presbyterian Church and their amalgamation into the Uniting Church.
Presbyterian Church Hall (fmr) has considerable social significance for its role
in religious activities of the local community and the sense of place evoked by
those activities. The place was also the venue for many community groups over
many decades, and in more recent times as a successful café attracting locals
and tourists alike. The Presbyterian Church Hall (fmr) is a landmark that makes
significant contribution to the main street streetscape and the historic
townscape of Carnamah.

13

6141

Carnamah Hotel

22 Macpherson Street
(SE cnr Robertson
Street)

B

The Carnamah Hotel has considerable social and historical significance for
the continuous hospitality function, events and socialising that provides a
sense of place for generations of Carnamah community members, and
associations with various owners, licencees, travellers and tenants.

CARNAMAH

The two-storey hotel is a dominant landmark element set back in the main
street of Carnamah with much of the original single storey still evident at
the rear.
It is a good example of Interwar architecture that has developed over time,
with some moderne influences.
The Carnamah Hotel is an important part of the streetscape that makes a
significant contribution to the historic townscape of Carnamah.
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14

6139

SP Bookie (fmr)

Macpherson Street
CARNAMAH

B

The former SP Bookie building is of historical and social significance for
the bookie connection, commercial premise and as the Red Cross Thrift
Shop.
The small scale and corrugated iron cladding provides a point of difference
in the streetscape. It makes contribution to the historic townscape of
Carnamah.

15

6138

Bakery (fmr) and
residence

Macpherson Street
CARNAMAH

B

The Bakery (fmr) and residence has some historic significance as the
second bakery in Carnamah (and possibly the PO at one time? ) and as a
commercial premise which has operated in the town for many years.
Stand-alone, and together with the semi-detached residence, the former
bakery and residence has considerable streetscape value in the main
street as one of only two shops, in relatively close proximity, that extend
the veranda over the footpath.

16

Clunes Butcher and
residence (fmr)

Macpherson Street
CARNAMAH

B

Clune’s Butcher Shop (fmr) has historic significance as a commercial
premise which has operated in the town for many years.
It is representative of small country shops in size, scale and materials and
is also evidence of the use of local materials.
The place has streetscape value in the main street as one of only two
shops, in relatively close proximity, that extend the veranda over the
footpath.
Clune’s Butcher Shop (fmr) makes a considerable contribution to the
historic townscape of Carnamah.

17

6136

Berrigan’s Agency

Macpherson Street
(west cnr Niven
Crescent)
CARNAMAH

DRAFT for COMMENT

B

Berrigan’s Agency (fmr) and residence has some historic significance
as a purpose-built agency and showroom, and commercial premise
that has operated for many years.
The unusual design and corner location of the facetted brick and stucco
frontage makes a unique contribution to the streetscape and the historic
townscape of Carnamah.
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18

6140

CWA Rest rooms (fmr)

Macpherson Street
CARNAMAH

B

The former Country Women’s Association Rest Rooms represent an
association with the significant institution that is the CWA.
It evokes a sense of place for generations of women who have been
involved in the CWA and experienced their ever-present support to the
community, particularly country women and their families.
The domestic scale and form of the 1957 building typifies the CWA’s
modest presence in the community that is important in the streetscape and
its contribution to the historic townscape of Carnamah.

21

6134,
17434

Police Station & Lock-up
(fmr)

Macpherson Street
(NW cnr King Street)
CARNAMAH

B

The former Police Station and lockup is a good example of the period and
type of police station in regional areas.
It is historically significant for its important function of law and order in the
town and district and associations with the serving officers and their
families.
It represents the post war period of development in the town and
contributes to the historic townscape of Carnamah.

26

6146

Anglican Church of the
Holy Apostles

Niven Crescent
(South cnr Lang
Street)

B

CARNAMAH

1964 The Anglican Church of Holy Apostles has aesthetic significance for
the Post War architecture and the bell tower landmark that represents a
period of development in Carnamah.
The church has social significance for its role in religious activities of the
local community and the sense of place evoked by those activities.
The Anglican Church of Holy Apostles is a landmark that makes post war
contribution to the historic townscape of Carnamah.

30

6151

Dallimore’s House (fmr)

Robertson Street
CARNAMAH

B

Dallimore's House (fmr) has historical significance for its association with
the local builder, Dallimore who built this as his own home as well as many
more buildings both residential and commercial in Carnamah and
surrounds
The house is aesthetically significant for the use of local stone, decorative
detailing and the scale of the residence in the town centre of Carnamah,
although the later addition has a significant visual impact.
Dallimore's House (fmr) is a good example of a substantial Interwar
bungalow utilising local stone materials. It contributes to the historic
townscape of Carnamah.
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D36

0454

SITE: WINCHESTER
townsite

WINCHESTER

B

6162

6164

Winchester Cemetery

WINCHESTER

B

Winchester townsite is of considerable historic significance as the original
centre of the district that comprised the municipalities of Coorow and
Carnamah.
During its heyday the townsite provided important services for the local
community in the way of sporting facilities, a store and the railway siding.
Winchester Cemetery is a considerably significant record of the early
settlers of the broader Carnamah Road Board region that included Coorow
and Three Springs. The Cemetery imbues a sense of place, of reverence
and commemoration.

D41

7.0 ABORIGINAL HERITAGE
The Heritage Inventory under the requirements of the Heritage Act (2018) is relevant to places of Aboriginal significance of the post-contact period only.
The Department of Aboriginal Affairs (DAA) oversees an “Aboriginal Sites Database” and works with Aboriginal people to protect their culture ant to protect
and manage places and objects of significance to Aboriginal heritage.
8.0 CONCLUSION
The 2021 Local Heritage Survey (draft) reiterates the considerable significance of the rich heritage and history of Carnamah’s town and districts, and will
provide strategic guidance to conserve those places of assessed as having a high level of cultural significance. There are some gaps of information that can
hopefully be informed by the community consultation.
9.0 APPENDIX (attached)
Place Records:

Town places numbered 1-36, and District places numbered D1-D44

The place records are presented as numbered in order with town places in street alphabetical order and district places in alphabetical order of the district
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